Background: Optical nanoscopy based on separation of single molecules by stochastic switching and subsequent localization allows surpassing the diffraction limit of light. The growing pursuit towards live-cell imaging using nanoscopy demands advancements in both science and technology. Results: In this article, we provide an overview of the technological advancements in the development of scientific cameras used for nanoscopy. We discuss the prospects of novel digital photon counting cameras based on a single-photon avalanche diode (SPAD) array camera for optical nanoscopy. Numerical simulations are used to evaluate and compare different scientific cameras for their performance towards single-molecule identification and localization. Conclusion: A SPAD array camera with single-photon sensitivity and zero read-out noise allows for the detection of extremely weak signals at ultra-fast imaging speeds. With temporal resolution in the order of micro-seconds, a SPAD array camera offers great potential for live-cell imaging with super-resolution.
Introduction
The resolution of conventional fluorescent microscopes is limited by the diffraction of light. Optical nanoscopy bypasses this limitation by adopting either ensemblebased techniques such as stimulated emission depletion (STED), and structured illumination microscopy (SIM) or single-molecule nanoscopy-based techniques such as stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy (STORM), and photoactivated localization microscopy (PALM) (Galbraith and Galbraith 2011 , Heilemann 2010 , Hell 2009 . In this article, we focus on single-molecule nanoscopy. Single-molecule nanoscopy is based on techniques that temporally separate the activation of switchable fluorescent molecules (which can switch between 'ON' (fluorescent) and 'OFF' (dark) states) over a certain space, resulting in diffraction-limited spots, which are localized with a high degree of precision (Betzig et al. 2006 , Folling et al. 2008 , Heilemann et al. 2008 , Rust et al. 2006 . These techniques have a lateral resolution in the order of tens of nanometers (Betzig et al. 2006) .
Today, there is a growing pursuit to apply singlemolecule nanoscopy in live-cell imaging with a spatial resolution that is comparable to the spatial resolution of electron microscopy (Sauer 2013 , Lakadamyali 2013 . One of the main factors limiting live-cell imaging with single-molecule nanoscopy is the imaging speed (Jones et al. 2011) . Imaging speed is governed by several factors including photo-physical properties of the fluorescent molecules and the speed of the camera. Recent studies have shown progress in the development of fluorescent molecules which are applicable for live-cell imaging with single-molecule nanoscopy (Ries et al. 2012 , Lukinavicius et al. 2013 . Furthermore, the introduction of scientific complementary metal oxide semiconductor (sCMOS) cameras have enabled high-speed live-cell imaging possibilities in super-resolution . Here, we review the technological advancements and evolution of scientific cameras including their contributions towards single-molecule nanoscopy. We introduce a digital photoncounting camera that uses a SPAD array. We also study the performances of these cameras for single-molecule identification and localization purposes by using numerical simulations and outline future prospects.
Background
Single-molecule nanoscopy operates on the principle of stochastic separation and activation of fluorescent molecules in time. Scientific cameras are used to capture the entire sequence of events over time. The activated fluorescent molecules appear as diffraction-limited spots in the image frames captured by the camera. These spots appear randomly in space (depending on the position of the sample objects) and time (depending on the switching kinetics of fluorescent molecules). The spots are identified and then localized with a certain degree of precision. Therefore, single-molecule nanoscopy techniques heavily rely on the spatio-temporal information captured by the camera for the reconstruction of a super-resolution image by using localization algorithms.
Spatial information is obtained from the photon intensity distribution between pixels of a camera. Spatial information produced by the camera is influenced by several factors including the photon-detection efficiency (PDE) and inherent noise sources in the camera. Localization algorithms take into account the photonintensity distribution between pixels for its localization. Non-uniformities between pixels in both sensitivity and noise degrades the quality of the obtained information. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is used as a measure to estimate the quality of information obtained. It has been established that the localization precision heavily depends on the SNR of the data (Quan et al. 2010, Rieger and Stallinga 2013) .
The temporal information obtained by the camera is mainly dictated by the speed of the camera. It provides the crucial information for localization algorithms in identification of the diffraction-limited spots at a given point of time. A high-speed camera with high temporal resolutions can be useful in resolving ambiguities in the identification of diffraction-limited spots. For example, it can be used to identify and distinguish overlapping spots which can appear by the activation of two spatially very closely-placed fluorescent molecules at a given point of time (Barsic and Piestun 2013) . Apart from this, the need for higher temporal information is of increasing importance because of the current focus on high-speed, live-cell optical nanoscopy.
High-speed cameras are used for capturing images within very short time intervals. A fast read-out of captured images demands a faster operation of read-out electronics, which leads to an increase in the read-out noise of the camera (Robbins 2011 ). With extremely short exposure times, it is likely that weak signals that are captured are concealed within the read-out noise of the camera. Therefore, for a given application, it is the read-out noise that limits the speed of operation of a camera. Over the years, the camera technologies have undergone several architectural modifications to achieve high speeds of operation. Here, we provide an overview of the operating principles and architectural organization of these scientific cameras.
State-of-the-art cameras
Two of the most frequently-applied cameras in the market today are the electron multiplying charge coupled devices (EMCCDs) and the sCMOS cameras. These cameras work with a common basic principle which can be identified by three main phases of operation namely: 1) Photon detection: photon-charge conversion 2) Charge sensing: (pre/post) amplification and voltage conversion 3) Quantification 1) Photon detection The photon detection and charge conversion is probably the most critical part of any image sensor. The quantum efficiency (QE) is a measure of the probability of the photon detector to generate electrical charges upon the absorption of an incident photon. The QE depends on the intrinsic properties of the material of the detector. Semiconductor materials like silicon are used for the manufacturing of the detectors, owing to their high QE (>90%) over a wide spectral range (Blanc et al. 2009 ). Therefore, semiconductor devices like metal-oxide semiconductor (MOS) capacitors and pinned photo-diodes are widely used to manufacture the detectors for cameras (Blanc et al. 2009 ). The detectors form the heart of a pixel in a camera. In case of EMCCDs, the entire area of the pixel consists of the detector only. Therefore, the PDE of an EMCCD camera is equivalent to the QE of the detector. In case of sCMOS cameras, the pixels consist of not only the detector, but also some supporting electronic devices. These electronic devices, which are not sensitive to light, are integrated on the same horizontal plane as that of the detector. Hence, the entire pixel area is not sensitive to detect light. The ratio between the actual sensitive area (that of the detector) and the total area of the pixel is termed fill factor (FF). Quantitatively, the PDE of an sCMOS camera is therefore a product of FF and QE of the detector. Hence the PDE of the sCMOS cameras are relatively lower than that of the EMCCD cameras. 2) Charge sensing Charge sensing and voltage conversion is required for the generation of a signal suitable for image processing (Robbins 2011 
SPAD array cameras
SPADs are avalanche photo-diodes which are sensitive to single photons. A 2-dimensional arrangement of SPADs together with the required supporting electronics forms a SPAD array camera. The working principle of a SPAD array camera can be understood by closely studying the three operating phases of the SPAD device itself.
1) Photon detection: avalanche generation 2) Avalanche detection and quenching 3) Recharging 1) Photon detection SPADs are avalanche photo-diodes operated at a certain working point of the diode, i.e., beyond its reverse-bias breakdown voltage. Such a mode of operation is referred to as "Geiger mode". In this mode of operation, the diode is sensitive to the detection of single photons (Cova and Ghioni 2011 , Rochas 2003 , Fishburn 2012 , Cova et al. 1982 . In Geiger mode of operation, a fixed region within the diode is subjected to a very high electric-field. When a photon is incident on the high electric-field region of the diode, it triggers an avalanche of electric charges, which can be sensed to mark the event of an incident photon. The photon detection probability (PDP) refers to the probability at which an incident photon triggers an avalanche. It depends on two factors namely: the QE of the photon detector and the avalanche probability. Typically, the PDP of the state-of-the-art SPADs range between 40%-50% (Charbon 2007) . Besides, just like the sCMOS camera, a SPAD array camera requires pixel level integration of electronic devices for its operation. This leads to issues related to the FF. Quantitatively, the PDE of the SPAD array camera is therefore reduced to the product of the PDP and FF. 2) Avalanche detection and quenching As described earlier, the incidence of a photon is marked by the generation of an avalanche within the SPAD device. The detection of this avalanche can be achieved by either measuring the voltage drop across the diode with the help of a ballast resistor or by measuring the current across a low resistance path. In both cases, an abrupt change in the signal level (voltage or current) is observed. The pulse shaping of the measured signal, can be accomplished by using a comparator which is usually a minimum-sized inverter or a thresholder (Charbon 2007, Charbon and Fishburn 2011) . Every avalanche is marked as an event with the generation of a digital pulse. The digital pulses are recorded as counts. SPADs can thus be used as a photon-counting device. Besides, the recorded pulse can also provide the information on the time of arrival of photons (Cova et al. 1981) .
Upon recording the event, it is imperative to stop or quench the avalanche to avoid damage to the diode. The avalanche is quenched by using a ballast resistor (passive quenching) or by an electronic circuit (active quenching) (Cova et al. 1982 (Cova et al. , 1996 .
3) Recharging
In the final phase of operation, the operating voltage of the diode is restored after passive or active quenching. The diode is now ready for detecting the next photon. It is worth noting that SPADs are not detecting photons during the quenching and recharge phases of operation. This inactive time of the diode is termed 'dead time'. The magnitude of dead time depends on the speed at which the quenching and recharging takes place. With very fast electronics, the dead time is in the range between 20-50 ns (Cova et al. 1982 , 1996 , Charbon 2007 .
SPADs can be manufactured by the widely-used complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) technology (Rochas et al. 2003) . SPAD array cameras that comprises large scale arrays of SPAD devices in combination with quenching and recharge electronics have already been realized (Niclass et al. 2008 , Veerappan et al. 2011 . With single-photon sensitivity and arrival-time information of photons, these cameras have found their applications in fluorescence life-time imaging measurements (FLIM) (Gersbach et al. 2010 , Stoppa et al. 2009 , Powolny et al. 2013 . Recently, video-rate FLIM using low cost SPAD array cameras has also been developed ).
Single-photon sensitivity
As discussed earlier, high-speed imaging with extremely short exposure time demands high sensitivity of the detector to capture extremely weak signals. Therefore, single-photon sensitivity is essential. Besides, the camera must also be able to read-out the detected (weak) signals by countering the inherent noise sources within the camera which is considered as one of the most important requirements of a camera when it comes to highspeed live-cell imaging.
EMCCD camera
The state-of-the-art EMCCD cameras are capable of providing single-photon sensitivity. EMCCDs with the stochastic electron multiplication mechanism amplify the weak signals generated by the incidence of a single photon above the noise limits. In practice, a thresholding scheme is used to distinguish single-photon events from false positives occurring due to noisy events. The threshold is set by taking into account the mean gain of the electron multiplication and the noise sources of the camera, including read-out noise (Basden et al. 2003) . This enables photon counting with the use of EMCCDs. However, the limited frame rate of the EMCCD camera (~100 fps) does not allow high speed imaging.
sCMOS camera
The state-of-the-art sCMOS cameras do not have single photon sensitivity (Flower 2011). The inherent dark noise and the read-out noise of sCMOS cameras are significantly higher than the weak signal generated by the incidence of a single photon. This makes it difficult to separate single-photon events from spurious noise events. Although sCMOS cameras allow high-speed imaging, with high frame rates of up to several 100 fps, the detection of single photons is still not a reality.
SPAD array camera
The intrinsic photon-counting SPAD array camera offers single-photon sensitivity. The photon counts are read as digital signals. Therefore, the read-out noise of such cameras is zero (Cova and Ghioni 2011) . SPAD array cameras enable high-speed imaging up to several 1000 fps (Veerappan et al. 2011) which is a capability needed for live-cell optical nanoscopy.
It can be concluded that the three different types of cameras have their own sets of characteristics. Here, we compare the performance of these types of cameras for single-molecule nanoscopy.
Methods

Numerical simulations
Numerical simulations were performed to compare and evaluate the performance of 4 different types of scientific cameras for single-molecule identification and localization. Four different cameras, namely charge coupled devices (CCD), EMCCD, sCMOS and SPAD array were considered. Various noise models (Table 1 ) associated with each of the 4 different cameras were taken into account for the purpose of simulation. All the simulations were performed using Matlab (© The Mathworks, Natick, USA). A Gaussianbased point spread function model was used to mimic a diffraction-limited spot (Stallinga and Rieger 2010) . The center of the diffraction-limited spot was placed at a random location in the image plane of 32x32 pixels. The pixel size was set at 100 nm. Noise originating from the background of the sample during imaging was set at a mean value of 10 photons/pixel. Typical values for the camera specifications were considered as reported in Table 2 . The simulated camera images were considered for the purpose of analysis. Analysis of the images was performed on 2 major issues, namely diffraction-limited spot identification and spot localization precision.
Spot identification
Identification of diffraction-limited spots from the images produced by the cameras formed the first step in data processing for the reconstruction of super-resolution images. The simulated images produced by the cameras were filtered using a 5x5 Gaussian kernel. Based on the pixel The photon arrival relates to the inherent shot noise in the signal with a mean value equal to the number of photons. The chance of detecting a photon is determined by a binomial model with the number of trials equal to to the number of incoming photons, and the probability of detection equals the photon detection efficiency of the camera. Dark noise relates to randomly generated thermal noise. The clock induced charges (CIC) noise is the spurious noise generated during charge transfer in CCD and EMCCD. The photo-response non uniformity (PRNU) is the spatial non-uniformity in sensitivity between pixels. The dark noise response non-uniformity (DRNU) is the spatial non-uniformity in noise between pixels. Dead-time fraction model for SPAD array cameras is adapted from Castelletto et al. (2007) . The gamma model is used for simulation the EM gain for the EMCCD camera. A normal distribution with zero mean was adopted for the read-out noise. In case of SPAD array cameras, the read-out noise is zero. The fixed pattern noise in the sCMOS was not considered, assuming that noise can be easily compensated for by proper characterization of the image sensor.
intensity values, the local maxima were then identified in the image. In order to distinguish the local maxima arising from diffraction-limited spots with the false positives arising from background and camera noise sources, a thresholding operation was performed. A fixed thresholding criterion was adopted for simulated images from all cameras (CCD, EMCCD, sCMOS and SPAD array), on the basis of number of photons and background noise as reported by Ma et al. (2013) . The threshold was set at a value equal to 3 times the standard deviation of the background noise and pixel values were compared with the set threshold. Pixels satisfying the criterion were selected for localization. Prior knowledge of the location of the spot on the basis of the simulation settings was used to verify whether the diffraction-limited spot was correctly identified or not. It has to be noted that the spot identification performance results of the cameras were strongly influenced by the type of spot identification criterion adopted. Here, we only compared the performance of different cameras based on a fixed thresolding criterion.
Spot localization
Localization of the identified diffraction-limited spot was the next step in super-resolution image reconstruction. The precision of localization is one of the key factors that determine the final resolution of the super-resolution image. Theoretical limits of localization precision were estimated by computing the Cramer-rao lower bound (CRLB) limits (Ober et al. 2004, Rieger and Stallinga 2013) . Furthermore, the actual localization precision was estimated by using a localization algorithm based on Gaussian fitting by maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) with a-priori knowledge on the different noise source models of the cameras.
For a fair comparison, the same spot identification criterion and localization algorithms were used for the purpose of evaluating the performance of the 4 different cameras under study.
Results
Spot identification
For a fixed sample background, the identification of the spot became much easier with increasing numbers of incident photons, when a fixed thresholding scheme was used. The detected number of photons scaled with the PDE of the camera. However, simulation results reflected that the spot identification did not scale with the PDE of the camera as shown in Figure 1a . CMOS-based cameras (sCMOS and SPAD array) with a relatively lower PDE of 70% exhibited a performance similar to that of the EMCCD camera with a PDE of 90%. Therefore, CMOSbased cameras with a PDE of 90% were capable of exhibiting better performance than EMCCDs (Figure 1b) . Although the EMCCD camera exhibits a very high PDE (~90%), it suffers from 'excess noise'. Excess noise is the additional noise introduced by the electron multiplication stage in the EMCCD cameras (Robbins and Hadwen 2003) . As stated earlier, the EMCCD cameras are equipped with an electron multiplication stage to amplify the signal and boost the SNR. On the downside, this stochastic electron multiplication stage also amplifies the inherent shot noise in the signal leading to excess noise. The excess noise factor (ENF) is used as a measure to quantify the excess noise. Typically at high mean gain of electron multiplication in EMCCDs, the value of ENF is √2. This effect can be considered as a reduction in PDE by 50% (Mortensen et al. 2010 . Therefore, the excess noise does not allow the EMCCD camera to perform to its full potential. Besides, a clear distinction can be made with respect to CCD cameras as shown in Figure 1a . The CCD camera, despite having a PDE of 70% performs much worse than all the other cameras. This indicates that a significantly high read-out noise affects the performance of a camera in spot identification. The difference between sCMOS and SPAD array cameras is almost negligible due to a relatively smaller difference in their read-out noise margins. Both PDE and noise in the camera affect spot identification, depending on the background conditions and identification criterion. Therefore, the SNR is a good measure to study the spot identification. The SNR of the cameras is calculated by using Equation 1.
With, n: number of incident photons per pixel; nbg: number of background photons per pixel; dark noise : dark noise from the pixel; cic noise : clock-induced charge noise; read noise : read-out noise of the camera; M: multiplication gain factor; ENF: excess noise factor; PDE: photon detection efficiency. Figure 2 shows that for the selected specifications, CMOS-based cameras exhibited a significantly higher SNR than CCD-based cameras, even at low mean numbers of photon counts per pixel. Differences in SNR between sCMOS and SPAD array cameras were almost negligible.
Spot localization
The identified spots were localized with a high degree of precision. The algorithm achieved localization precision very close to the CRLB theoretical limits for all the cameras, given their noise models. Localization precision depends on the total number of detected photons from the diffraction-limited spot. Therefore, the EMCCD camera with a relatively higher PDE of 90% was expected to show best performance. However, the localization precision achieved was affected by the excess noise present in EMCCD cameras. Localization precision achieved by an EMCCD camera was significantly lower than that of sCMOS and SPAD array cameras as shown in Figure 3 . The performance of the EMCCD camera may be improved by limiting excess noise. The ENF value which determines the effect of excess noise depends on 2 important factors, the set value of mean electron multiplication gain and the incident light levels. ENF can be reduced by lowering the electron multiplication gain, but this is not desirable when EMCCDs are used for detection of weak signals. Therefore, it is important to regulate the incident light levels per pixel, to reduce the ENF. The ENF of EMCCDs, when operated in the photon-counting mode, reduces to a factor '1' when the number of incident photons per pixel is <1 (Basden et al. 2003) . In particular, when each pixel is allowed to detect <1 photon on an average, the localization precision can reach its best possible theoretical limits (Chao Comparison between CCD, EMCCD, sCMOS and SPAD array cameras (with 70% photon detection efficiency). CCD camera had the worst performance with high readout noise, whereas the EMCCD camera with higher photon-detection efficiency (~90%) performed worse than expected owing to excess noise. (B) Comparison between performance of SPAD array cameras with EMCCD for different photon detection efficiencies. The SPAD array camera with a PDE of 90% performed better than EMCCD cameras. A fixed thresholding criterion was adopted for the simulations. The results and therefore the relative ranking of the cameras can vary depending on the type of criterion used for the identification of a spot. et al. 2013). It can be achieved by applying higher magnifications that lead to smaller effective pixel sizes and hence fewer mean numbers of photons per pixel.
The performance of SPAD array and sCMOS cameras were superior to that of CCD and EMCCD cameras (when affected by excess noise). Despite having similar PDEs of 70%, a clear distinction was observed between the performances of SPAD array, sCMOS and CCD cameras. Localization precision was lowest in case of SPAD array cameras with zero read-out noise, while it was significantly worse in case of CCD cameras which suffer from a relatively high read-out noise. This shows that SPAD array camera with zero read-out noise is capable of providing the highest possible (poisson-noise limited) localization precision for a given detected number of photons.
Discussion
Architectural trend
Numerical simulations showed that CMOS-based cameras perform well with respect to localization precision. When higher frame rates are needed, CMOS-based cameras offer Figure 2 Signal-to-noise ratio: Plot showing signal-to-noise ratios (SNR) of CCD, EMCCD, sCMOS and SPAD array cameras. Excess noise in EMCCDs clearly affected their SNR. The effect of read-out noise is minimal at higher numbers of incident photons, while the multiplication of shot noise in the signal in the case of EMCCD, diminished its SNR. Figure 3 Localization precision versus numbers of incident photons on the diffraction-limited spot. EMCCD cameras show a worse performance with respect to the localization precision when affected by excess noise. Localization precision is also affected by read-out noise of the camera. SPAD array camera with zero read-out noise shows superior performance when compared to cameras with the same PDE, but a higher read-out noise. Therefore, in theory SPAD array cameras with 90% PDE can achieve higher (Poisson noise-limited) localization precision owing to the absence of the Gaussian/normal read-out noise component. For all cameras, the localization precision points are plotted only when the spot detection capability of the corresponding cameras is ≥ 90% for a given number of incident photons to avoid outliers resulting from insufficient statistics.
greater benefits, when compared to CCD-based cameras. Therefore, CMOS-based cameras should be preferred for high speed single-molecule localization nanoscopy. The paradigm shift from CCD-based technologies to CMOSbased technology has witnessed an increasing trend in the integration of different camera functionalities at a pixel level (Figure 4) . CMOS technologies have allowed integration of electronic transistors at the pixel level leading to greater functionality. Most of the activity performed by the camera is now completed at the pixel level, leading to minimal processing requirements outside the pixel array. SPAD array cameras go even a step further by integrating most of the functionalities at the detector level.
Speed of the camera
Integration of electronics at the pixel level provides greater access to pixels in the array, facilitating fast column parallel read-outs, leading to higher frame rates and hence increased temporal resolution. Frames rates of up to 25 k fps, with exposure times in the order of microseconds per frame are today possible with SPAD array cameras (Veerappan et al. 2011) . Besides the high frame rates, it has allowed for the integration of larger numbers of pixels in the arrays, leading to megapixel cameras. This is a major improvement over EMCCD cameras, which suffer from low frame rates (~100 fps) due to the sequential read-out mechanism which also limits the scalability of the number of pixels in the array. The limited frame rate and limited number of pixels in the array are the reason that large fields of views are not possible with EMCCDs. Imaging of high speed dynamics such as single-molecule tracking in live-cell imaging needs CMOS-based cameras and not EMCCDs. The temporal information in the order of microseconds is much more useful to study dynamic events. However, the benefits of CMOS-based cameras come with the cost of pixel non-uniformity, PDE and data-handling complexity.
Noise non-uniformity
The read-out electronics in EMCCD-based cameras is the same for all pixels, as it has a sequential read-out mechanism. Optimization and fine tuning of the readout electronics has led to a good deal of spatial uniformity, whereas sCMOS cameras employ electronics at a pixel level. In this case, integrated electronics comprising of transistors are prone to manufacturing process variations which lead to deviations in their performance and thus non-uniformity in noise and sensitivity of the pixels. The deviation in noise and sensitivity occurs in a fixed pattern once the image sensor is manufactured. Such a noise is termed fixed pattern noise (FPN). FPN Figure 4 Architectural organization of scientific cameras: A trend indicating an increasing pixel level integration of camera functionalities. A) (EM)CCD cameras have the simplest pixel architecture consisting of only the detector leading to higher efficiency and uniformity. (B) sCMOS cameras include the integration of electronic devices at a pixel level, leading to faster operation by trading off the photon detection efficiency and uniformity between pixels. (C) SPAD array cameras have a powerful detector, that enables the counting of single photons at high speed and make them the cameras of choice for live-cell nanoscopy.
can easily be corrected and compensated for, by characterizing the image sensor after it has been manufactured. For single-molecule nanoscopy techniques, localization algorithms have been developed by taking into account the pixel non-uniformities . In case of SPAD arrays, the non-uniformity in sensitivity between pixels mainly depends on the performance of the detector itself. With a clean manufacturing process, SPAD arrays can therefore exhibit a high level of uniformity of all pixels, behaving identically (Niclass et al. 2005) .
Photon detection efficiency
The PDE remains one of the major determining factors for the performance of a camera. While the EMCCD cameras already have high PDEs, the PDE of the CMOSbased cameras is primarily affected by the FF. The FF can be improved by using micro lenses in front of every pixel, thereby allowing the concentration of light towards the active area of the pixel. Furthermore, scaling down of manufacturing technology nodes, leads to transistors becoming smaller and faster. Reduction in the size of transistors paves the way for having the same set of functionality within a pixel in a smaller area, leading to FF improvement. On the other hand, with the introduction of heterogeneous 3D integration in manufacturing technology, electronics can now be placed at a different plane as the detector. In theory, this can lead to a FF close to 100%. Recently, a prototype of a 3D-stacked CMOS image sensor with a vertically-assembled image signal processor was successfully realized (Coudrain et al. 2013) .
Embedded data processing
Faster frame rates and read-outs also lead to challenges in data handling and management. Intelligent datahandling mechanisms with increased embedded processing are becoming more and more important. Therefore, it is also worth focusing on pixel level data handling and processing techniques. State-of-the-art CMOS cameras are generally equipped with a customizable integrated circuit in field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs). FPGAs can be programmed to perform real-time embedded data processing (Grüll et al. 2011 ). In the context of nanoscopy, implementation of localization algorithms in FPGAs can be considered as a step forward.
Conclusion
The market of scientific cameras is witnessing a paradigm shift from CCD to CMOS technology. The shift has been accompanied by improvements in speed, numbers of pixels and pixel level functionality. Both EMCCDs and sCMOS cameras perform satisfactorily in applications of single-molecule measurements, including nanoscopy. Moreover, the sCMOS cameras with their higher temporal resolution are the cameras of choice at the moment for live-cell nanoscopic imaging. However, the read-out noise in sCMOS cameras is a bottleneck for the combination of single-photon sensitivity and higher speed limits.
CMOS-based digital photon counting cameras with SPAD arrays offers single-photon sensitivity with zero read-out noise. This paves the way for increasing speed in combination with detection of weak signals at short exposure times. Nowadays, SPAD array cameras have a limited PDE due to a low FF and avalanche probabilities. Optimization of technology to reduce read-out noise in case of sCMOS cameras requires a complex design of analog chains of read-out electronics, but SPAD arrays with their digital approach are less complex and readily offer zero read-out noise. The absence of Gaussian readout noise, in a SPAD array camera enables localization algorithms to achieve higher localization precisions which are purely limited by the poissonian noise components. However, SPAD array cameras have a limited PDE owing to low FF and avalanche probabilities. Improvement of the PDE of SPADs largely depends on improved manufacturing technology. Efforts towards technology scaling, 3D heterogeneous integration of electronic devices holds great promise for FF improvement, resulting in higher PDEs for SPAD array cameras. With single-photon sensitivity, zero readout noise, digital embedded processing capabilities and improved PDEs, SPAD arrays are the cameras of choice for live-cell nanoscopic imaging.
Abbreviations SPAD: Single photon avalanche diode; STED: Stimulated emission depletion; SIM: Structured illumination microscopy; STORM: Stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy; PALM: Photoactivated localization microscopy; sCMOS: Scientific grade complementary metal oxide semiconductor; PDE: Photon detection efficiency; SNR: Signal-to-noise ratio; EMCCD: Electron multiplying charge coupled device; QE: Quantum efficiency; CGF: Conversion gain factor; ADC: Analog to digital converter; PDP: Photon detection probability; FLIM: Fluoroscence lifetime imaging measurement; CCD: Charge coupled device; CRLB: Cramer-rao lower bound; ENF: Excess noise factor; FF: Fill factor; FPN: Fixed pattern noise; FPGA: Field programmable gate array.
